Langley Figure

Skaters
This newsletter is an information letter about our upcoming “Stars On Ice”
performances.
Each year that we do not have an ice show, we have our own performance night
called “Stars on Ice”. All skaters in the club will be participating. The George
Preston Rec Centre skater’s night will be Tues. March 13 from 4:00 to 7:00pm.
The Walnut Grove skaters will be Wed. March 14 from 4:00 – 7:00 pm.
What will take place is all the canskaters, pre-canskaters and star skaters will be
demonstrating, doing an exhibition of their skating skills they have been working
on each day. The canskate and pre-can will be on the ice in groups, like their
lessons. The star skaters will be showing their programs that they use in
competition.
It is to be a fun, learning experience for all, as a wind-up to our winter season.
We encourage everyone to stay for the whole time, as there could be free time at
the end of the day.
George Preston:
We would like the star skaters to arrive at 4:00 (volunteers at 3:45 ish)
Walnut Grove
We would like the skaters to arrive at 4:00 (volunteers at 3:45 ish)
We would like the canskaters and pre-canskaters to arrive no later than 4:45
with skates on ready to go.

The skaters will then be taken to the seats at George Preston and dressing rooms
at Walnut Grove. We will have parent volunteers to look after the skaters. Please
bring the skaters with their skates on and then parents can go to the seats to enjoy
the performances by all.
Skaters should wear their regular skating attire, helmets and gloves. They should
have hard guards also for their skates.
When the event is completed, then all the skaters can be picked up by one parent
at the designated area. Send the skaters with a warm jacket and blanket for them
to use while watching all the performances.
There will be an admission fee by donation, which will be donated to the
Langley Food Bank.
The week of Stars on Ice is the last week of skating for the 2017/2018 winter
season. Spring school information is out and ready for registrations. It will begin
April 3rd, all at the Sportsplex in Walnut Grove.
At George Preston canskaters will go on the ice as follows:
Blue and Yellow groups
Red and Purple groups
Pre- canskate
Then all will join in to the grand march
At Walnut Grove canskaters will go on the ice as follows:
Both Mon and Wed blue and green groups
Both Mon and Wed red and yellow groups
Both Mon and Wed orange and purple groups
Then all will join in the Grand March
Please see 2nd attachment for exact times of each skater or group.

